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Novel propulsion systems have been studied in literature to reduce aircraft emissions with

hydrogen or other electrical energy sources. Hybrid Electric Propulsion (HEP) system consists

of electric machines as an alternative way to provide power for propulsion resulting in the

reduction of aircraft fuel consumption. While reduction of emission is the main driver of

new HEP designs, aircraft noise reduction and performance improvement will also need to

be investigated. Much quieter electrified aircraft than conventional aircraft is explored with

considering the benefits of coupled design between the propeller and electric machines. In this

study, several electric machine designs have been explored and coupled with the propeller design

to study the trade-off between the aerodynamic and acoustic performance of the propeller.

Aerodynamic optimization is used as a baseline to minimize the energy consumption to find

the aerodynamics optimum subject to constraints on the thrust levels during the mission. The

propeller aerodynamic optimizer considers the electric machine efficiency map, which is a

function of propeller torque and rotational speed, to find the optimum combination of propeller

and electric machine designs. The objective function of the acoustic optimizations is to reduce

the cumulative noise level over the entire mission. It is shown that a wider envelope of peak

motor efficiency in the efficiency map provides acoustics and aerodynamic performance benefits.

The trade-offs between reducing noise or increasing aerodynamic efficiency to reduce energy

consumption are demonstrated.

I. Nomenclature

𝐶𝑃 = Coefficient of Power
𝐶𝑇 = Coefficient of Thrust
𝐽 = Advance ratio
𝑇𝐶 = Thrust Coefficient
ℎ = Altitude in meters
𝑉∞ = Free stream velocity
𝑡 = Time duration in minutes
𝐸 = Energy consumption
𝑝rms = Acoustic pressure oscillation
𝐷 = Diameter of the propeller
𝑇 = Thrust
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𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑃 = Thrust-Scaled Sound Pressure level

II. Introduction
The need for more sustainable aviation and the increasing demand for short-range passenger transportation has led to

a renewed interest in propellers by the research community. Propellers can provide aircraft propulsion with exceptionally
high aerodynamic efficiency. However, as opposed to the high aerodynamic efficiency of the propeller, the acoustic
performance of the propeller is not as favorable. Therefore, to make propellers more attractive for application on future
aircraft, their noise emissions need to be minimized by improving blade design and propeller operating conditions while
maintaining high aerodynamic efficiency. For most hybrid electric aircraft, the propeller is driven by a motor, which
should be designed to support the propeller design, to achieve minimal noise emissions. To this end, co-designing the
propeller and the electric machine becomes crucial.

In the current literature matching the propeller and the electric machine is considered to improve the overall efficiency
and propulsion performance, while reducing the total weight. Matching in the present context is deőned as őnding
the point or region where the motor and the propeller can both operate at higher efficiencies and achieve the mission
performance objectives such as reducing noise, carbon, and non-carbon emissions, lowering weight, and reducing fuel
consumption. The integration of the propeller and the motor is critical in identifying the operating and design points for
the electric machine and the propeller, to ascertain the total efficiency of the integration while maintaining lower noise.
For the matching, the propeller model, electric machine model, and mission performance are required to be assessed
integrally.

The studies presented in [1ś4] describe matching using three criteria, using propeller performance curves, an
electric motor efficiency map, and ŕight conditions. The propeller model was used to obtain various parameters such as
Coefficient of Thrust (𝐶𝑇), Advance Ratio (𝐽), Coefficient of Power (𝐶𝑃) Torque, and RPM for these studies. McDonald.
R in [2] chose the ŕight condition as an equilibrium ŕight. McDonald. R in [2] stated that due to the popularity of the
constant speed propeller, an alternate form of the propeller thrust coefficient 𝐶𝑇 was devised to achieve an optimum
pitch scheduling for propeller-airframe matching. Furthermore, the performance of various types of propellers was
shown and their impact on aircraft performance was discussed but the source of the shaft power supplied to the propeller
was not considered for this study. McDonald. R also used this approach in [1], where a similar method was adopted to
match a ducted fan to an electric motor.

In [3], the problem was addressed by drawing the contour of the three parameters: motor efficiency, propeller
efficiency, and ŕight condition, which in this study was considered, ŕight speed and climb rate. The possibility of three
different ŕight speeds was also investigated to analyze ŕight conditions that would better őt in the matched region.
Furthermore, in [5] an iterative process was used to match the propeller and motor, the process involves using the
rotational speed in RPM to őnd the power of the propeller and the power of the motor from the respective models. The
difference between these two values was calculated and if the error is below a predeőned value, then the motor and
propeller were matched. However, in these studies, [3][5] the design of the propeller and the motor are done separately.

In literature involved with the matching of propeller and electric motor, the ŕight conditions considered are either
equilibrium ŕight or climb rate. The hypothesis is that for various ŕight phases the thrust demands, propeller pitch, and
the motor operating point would be different, and to identify an efficient system these need to be taken into consideration.
For an in-depth analysis of the propeller motor matching, each ŕight phase for a given mission should be taken into
consideration for a particular conőguration of the electric motor and propeller. In this study, when the motor and
propeller are coupled, every ŕight phase is taken into consideration to őnd efficiencies for the motor and propeller.

To better communicate to trace requirements and establish a relationship for decision-making in matching electric
engine and propeller, a System Engineering (SE) approach has been adopted [6]. This paper explains the propeller
design, motor design, and the approach taken to match their interactions to achieve lower noise emission while having
higher performance and higher efficiency. The emphasis of this paper is to provide the reader with an understanding of
the integration efforts and the various trade-off studies that may be made based on the needs of the mission.

Optimizing a fan and motor together yields different results than using a motor-only design. In [7], the co-design
of the motor and propeller are investigated in an optimization framework with the key objectives of overall efficiency
and reducing the mass of the system. The study concludes that a smaller propeller count is more suitable for both
efficiency and mass considerations. In [8], a similar optimization framework is utilized using a Superconducting motor.
A 32-motor conőguration is shown as optimum but due to the complexity in the design and integration of these motors,
a 9-motor conőguration is őnally concluded as the optimum using 2.4 MW motors which would be used in direct drive
applications along with a fan. In [1ś3], a parametric model of the motor was considered for the matching process, while
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these models are very useful for the conceptual design stage however when progressing higher level of the design phase
a more detailed motor model is required to calculate the efficiency and feasibility of the motor to support propeller
design requirements.

Most electric machines have higher speciőc power at a higher rotational speed. However, to match the electric
machine with the propeller directly, lower rotational values (<4000 RPM) need to be considered. Designing a machine
at a lower RPM affects its weight, size, and efficiency. The efficiency of electrical machines for a given torque and
rotational speed is shown as an efficiency map. This map can be obtained using analytical approaches using machine
fundamental equations [9] using a d-q model [10] and high-ődelity őnite element models [11] and a genetic algorithm
[12]. Machine fundamental equations allow fast integration of the machine into the rest of the system, however, does not
scale well when system parameters need to be explored for a wide range of studies. Hence, the machine characteristics
based on the fundamental equations should be used cautiously. The design process and simulations also depend on the
type of electric machines. Currently, for most of the electriőed propulsion, the effort has been on exploring Permanent
Magnet Synchronous Machines (PMSM). A study conducted by Samith in [13], showed the comparison of various
motors that are available and assessed eight different types of motor topologies, the study concluded that PMSM
and BLDC are better candidates for aerospace applications due to their speciőc power, compared to other topologies
investigated. Xie in [11] proposed a sizing procedure for Surface Mounted Permanent Magnet Machines (SMPMM),
the procedure is for either the outer rotor or inner rotor machine. Existing analytical methods were compared with
a high-ődelity őnite element method and a small error was reported. However, this method is not scalable [11], and
the design exploration needs to be repeated if the requirement changes. A study was conducted in [14] to identify the
optimal voltage and current selection for a turbo-electric propulsion architecture. A design approach based on torque
capabilities (Torque per volume, TRV) and ŕux propagation was presented. The effect of the DC voltage selected for the
machine inverter on the weight and efficiency of the machine was explored. Since the machine design parameters have
not been revised for each DC voltage selection, the efficiency and the speciőc power of the machine are only valid for
small variations of machine parameters.

The paper is divided into various sections, Section III.A explains the ŕight mission and phase and the medium that
was used to explore the design space. Section IV explains propeller design methodology and optimization work, and
Section V explains the motor design methodology and modeling efforts. Results for the integration of the propeller and
electrical machine are presented in Section VI.

III. Selected Electric Aircraft Propulsion
A fully electric Fuel Cell (FC) propulsion system is retroőtted to a 4MW, 70-passenger turboprop regional aircraft.

Public data available for the ATR72 are used to model the baseline aircraft [15].
The aircraft performance and mission analysis, the electrical architecture, and the motor design are provided using

CHARM methods and tools. CHARM is the Cranőeld Hybrid electric Aircraft Research Model which is an integrated
approach to explore various electriőed propulsion technologies and their synergies. It comprises methods and tools
for modeling and evaluating conventional and novel aircraft conőgurations [16][17][18], designing and analyzing the
performance of electric components, electriőed architectures (E-HEART) [19][20] and thermal management systems,
and integrating them with the aircraft performance and mission analysis. The ŕight mission analysis is performed using
Hermes, the in-house aircraft performance platform at Cranőeld University [16] for a fully electriőed aircraft with a
propulsion architecture shown in Fig. 1.

The electrical architecture is modelled and analyzed using the Cranőeld in-House E-HEART (Enabling-Hybrid
Electric Aircraft Research and Technology) tool which is part of CHARM. This modeling tool integrates all the electrical
components and analyses their interactions at component and their integration levels. Different modeling approaches,
from low-ődelity fundamental equations to high-ődelity models, such as őnite element analysis for electric machines,
and dynamic modeling of power electronics are included in E-HEART. E-HEART is part of a digital-twin model being
developed. The low ődelity FC model in E-HEART has been explained in [21] and [22].

A. Mission Requirements

In the retroőt approach, the same Maximum Take-Off Weight (MTOW) and fuselage volume must be maintained,
since the aircraft lifting surfaces are not re-designed. Consequently, the ŕight mission analysis in this optimization
study is performed for the MTOW of a conventional aircraft. Figure 2 shows the altitude, velocity, net thrust (propeller
thrust), and total power from the mission analysis.

When the optimized propeller-motor system is integrated back into the mission, the trade-off between the available
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Fig. 1 Full electric propulsion system consists of eight motors and propellers.

mass for payload and the Operating Empty Weight (OEW) changes based on the new propeller and motor masses, while
the MTOW constraint is maintained. Other mission speciőcations, climb speed, ambient conditions, cruise altitude, and
cruise Mach are included in Table 1.

Table 1 Mission parameters

Parameter Value

Take-off Weight (MTOW) 23000 kg

Operating Empty Weight (FC Retroőt) 15936 kg

Range 300 nmi

Payload 6722 kg

Fuel Capacity 450 kg

ISA Temperature Deviation 0 K

Calibrated Climb Speed 170 knots

Cruise Altitude 17000 ft

Cruise Mach 0.44

The selection of eight propeller propulsion architecture is based on the trade-off between the torque demand at a
given propeller rotational speed and the motor torque density. For a two-propeller conőguration, the rotational speed
of the propeller is higher compared to the eight-propeller conőgurations. This leads to an increase in torque demand
for a two-propeller conőguration in comparison to the eight-propeller conőguration while the required propulsion
power is the same in both cases. The torque demand during take off, climb, cruise, and descend for different propeller
conőgurations are calculated and shown in Fig. 3. The required torque for each propeller is higher when a lower number
of propellers are considered due to a decrease in rotational speed for a őxed aircraft power requirement. Designing
electrical machines to provide higher torque, which are heavier machines, is challenging, and hence in this study, an
eight-propeller architecture is selected as shown in Fig. 1.

The őrst estimate of the ŕight mission analysis is performed using generic, non-optimized propeller and motor
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Fig. 2 (a) Altitude, (b) Velocity, (c) Net thrust, and (d) Total power from the mission analysis.
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(b) Climb
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Fig. 3 Required torque to rotate each propeller at the rotational speed defined for each mission phase according

to baseline mission analysis. Four configurations, with two, four, six, and eight propellers are shown.

models. The propeller model map communicates with the ŕight mission analysis through the advance ratio, which is a
function of aircraft velocity and rpm, and the altitude to obtain the air density. The propeller model also interfaces with
the electric motor by receiving as input the output shaft power of the motor. The initial ŕight mission analysis provides
inputs to propeller optimization and motor matching. Each combination of shaft power and the advance ratio has a
unique point on the 𝐶𝑝 − 𝐽 propeller map for a given air density (altitude) which corresponds to a unique pitch angle.
Then, the thrust produced by the propeller can be calculated by referring to the advance ratio and pitch angle of this
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operating point. The produced thrust is returned to the aircraft performance model for the calculation of the acting
forces on the aircraft and acceleration/deceleration. At the same time, the consumed fuel by the FC system is removed
from the aircraft’s weight.

After the propeller and motor have been matched and optimized for mass, aero-acoustics, and efficiency, based on
the given ŕight path, the mission can be re-iterated using the new propeller and motor maps as well as new masses
which will alter the available weight allowance for payload (also shown in Fig. 4). The re-iterated mission is expected to
deviate from the initial mission in three ways:

1) The efficiency of the system will have changed so the energy/fuel consumption will be different.
2) The new weight difference between MTOW and OEW plus fuel will be allocated for the payload.
3) The optimized propeller diameter changes depending on the rpm range (so that the tip Mach Number does not

reach transonic speeds) which will inŕuence the drag characteristics of the aircraft which in turn will impose
a different thrust required to maintain the same aircraft performance (ex. climb time, cruise at same Mach &
altitude).

Figure 4 presents the workŕow and the interconnectivity between the mission, propeller, and electric machine
modeling. This diagram shows the parameters and analysis that are considered in our coupled design.

The motor is designed for various levels of torque and length, these designs are then passed on to the propeller
optimization segment. The propeller designs are optimized with the motor design as explained in section IV. The
propeller optimization results and the trade-off analysis is explained in section VI. After the trade-off analysis, the thermal
management of the motor is rechecked based on the new operating that are the result of the propeller optimization, as
seen in section V.B.

Fig. 4 Co-design parametric study of propeller and electric machine for a given mission of a fully electrified

fuel cell aircraft.
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IV. Propeller Design Methodology
In this study, the propeller design is optimized for several different motor designs. In a real conőguration, the

interaction between the airframe and the propeller leads to an unsteady blade load due to non-uniform inŕow. This
impacts the propeller efficiency, noise emissions, and vibrations. For this study, however, the propeller is considered in
isolation to limit complexity.
The propeller geometry was deőned by the following parameters:

• Diameter: 𝐷
• Number of blades: 𝑁B

• Radial chord distribution: 𝑐(𝑟)
• Radial twist distribution: 𝜃 (𝑟)
• Radial mid-chord-alignment distribution: 𝑀𝐶𝐴(𝑟)

• Radial face-alignment distribution: 𝐹𝐴(𝑟)

• Radial airfoil distribution
To limit the number of variables and the scope of the paper, the following assumptions were made:

• The diameter was őxed at 𝐷 = 1.96 m;
• The number of blades was őxed to 𝑁B = 6;
• Blade sweep and face alignment were not considered for this study and were set to 0;
• The blade airfoils were not modiőed with respect to the baseline propeller (TUD-XPROP, see [23, 24]).

The radial distributions of chord and twist were parameterized using third-order Bézier curves. The radial position of
the őrst and last control points was őxed to the hub and tip, respectively. The twist at the tip was deőned as zero for the
optimization, with the collective pitch angle deőned there. For the presentation of the results, the twist distribution was
shifted to have the reference collective pitch angle deőned at 𝑟/𝑅 = 0.7. With these choices, 11 design variables were
required to describe the blade planform shape.

The nature of the mission proőle for hybrid-electric aircraft implies that considering a single cruise design point is
not sufficient for optimization purposes, as most aircraft do not spend a dominant part of the mission time and energy in
the cruise segment. Choosing a single design point might make the system inefficient in other segments where the
aircraft would spend more energy, such as climb. So, the whole mission is considered in the propeller design phase. It
was decided to split the mission into 5 segments: take-off (TO), initial climb (CL1), top of the climb (CL2), cruise (CR),
and descent (DS). To limit the number of function calls and design variables, for each of these mission segments the
conditions were assumed constant for the duration of the mission segment. Table 2 deőnes the operational conditions
considered for each of the mission segments.

Table 2 Definition of mission segments for propeller-motor optimization.

Mission segment ℎ [m] 𝑉∞ [m/s] 𝑇𝐶 =
𝑇

𝜌∞𝑉
2
∞𝐷2 𝑡 [min]

Take-off (TO) 0 60 0.400 2.0

Initial climb (CL1) 1000 70 0.230 2.5

Top of climb (CL2) 3650 100 0.090 15.0

Cruise (CR) 5200 140 0.035 43.0

Descent (DS) 3000 120 0.020 15.0

For each of the mission segments, the propeller advance ratio and pitch setting are optimized, adding 10 design
variables next to the 11 planform design variables. Bounds were deőned on all design variables to avoid unfeasible
blade shapes and operating conditions.

The aerodynamic and acoustic performance of the propeller was evaluated using a blade-element momentum
method coupled to a frequency-domain acoustic solver that implements Hanson’s method. More details are provided in
[25]. Optimizations were then performed with a gradient-based method (SQP), using őnite differences to estimate the
gradients.

Different objective functions were used. Baseline optimizations were performed with an objective function focused
on aerodynamic performance. To describe the performance over the entire mission, the objective for the optimization
was based on the sum of the energy consumption 𝐸 (based on shaft power 𝑃) during each of the considered mission
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segments:

𝐸 =

𝑁∑︁

𝑖=1

𝐸𝑖 =

𝑁∑︁

𝑖=1

𝑃𝑖𝑡𝑖 , (1)

where 𝑖 refers to the segment in the mission proőle, 𝑁 to the number of segments in the mission proőle considered
(𝑁 = 5), and 𝑡 to the time of each segment. The combined efficiency of the propeller and motor was considered in the
optimization. Any other losses in the power train (transmission, etc.) are not accounted for. The propeller efficiency
was obtained directly from the blade-element-momentum solution, while the motor efficiency was obtained from
interpolation in the computed motor efficiency maps. Equality constraints were used to ensure that the prescribed thrust
is delivered by the propeller. Inequality constraints were deőned to limit the total shaft power.

Following the aerodynamic optimizations, acoustic optimizations were performed with an objective function focused
on the propeller noise emissions. These were deőned in terms of the thrust-scaled sound pressure level (TSSP)

𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑃 = 20𝑙𝑜𝑔10
𝑝rms𝐷

2

𝑇
, (2)

where 𝑝rms is the rms value of the acoustic pressure oscillation. The objective function of the acoustic optimizations
was to reduce the cumulative noise level over the entire mission. For each mission segment, noise levels were computed
for axial directivity angles ranging from 30 to 150 deg, in steps of 15 deg, at a radial distance of 5 times the propeller
radius. These levels were then summed (logarithmically) to obtain the őnal noise metric. For the selected operating
conditions, the take-off and initial climb segments dominated the cumulative noise level.

The constraints used for the aerodynamic optimization are also applied for the acoustic optimization. An inequality
constraint was added to limit the energy penalty with respect to the performance obtained with the aerodynamic optimum.
Penalty levels of 0.5%, 1.0%, 2.0%, and 5.0% were considered to study the trade-off between aerodynamic and acoustic
performance.

V. Electric Machine Selection and Design
The design methodology for electric machines is proposed not only based on the requirements set by the mission

and propeller but also on the machine’s optimum performance. A heuristic approach for modeling PM machines for
use in aircraft propulsion has been adopted in this study. Based on the baseline mission data, the maximum torque
and rotational speed of each propeller are calculated. The maximum torque corresponds to the torque during take-off
(𝑇take−off). The torque and the rotational speed at take-off can be considered the design parameter for the electric
machine. Higher ratios of torque are considered in this study to provide higher efficiency at a given operational point.
Hence, a factor of 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, and 2 is multiplied by the take-off torque to show four designs at higher design torque
values. The electric machine rotational speed is designed for the propeller rotational speed at take-off. In this study, four
different designs are considered (shown in Table 3). These four designs are deőned based on the mission requirements
and the variation in rotational speed and torque required for several case studies of propeller aerodynamic and acoustic
optimization. In this study, an Interior Permanent Magnet Machine is considered (Fig. 6). Machine fundamental
equations are used after identifying the electric machine design parameters such as speed, torque, DC-Bus voltage,
volume, and the cooling method, to deőne the detailed FEM electric machine model in ANSYS Motor-CAD (Fig. 6).
The machine is deőned for today’s technological considerations.

Table 3 Electric machine input design parameters for four designs.

Design Speed (rpm) Torque (N.m) DC bus voltage (V) Max stator current (A) Stack length (m)

#1 2424 𝑇take−off×1.4 = 2875 1400 600 0.21

#2 2424 𝑇take−off×1.6 = 3285 1600 600 0.24

#3 2424 𝑇take−off×1.8 = 3696 1800 600 0.27

#4 2424 𝑇take−off×2 = 4106 2000 600 0.30
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Fig. 5 IPM electric machine design process proposed for the requirement sets by the baseline mission and

propeller optimization process.

Fig. 6 Cross section and side view of IPM machine designed in ANSYS Motor-CAD.

A. Electric Machine Parameter

The design space for an electric machine to supply the torque needed is vast and so certain assumptions of the radial
geometry have been made to focus the study more on the methodology of the integration. The electric machine volume,
the stator diameter, and the stack length are chosen based on the boundaries deőned by the propeller diameter and the
required torque, respectively. The stack length is extended when higher torque requirements have been imposed. The
stator diameter of the motor was set so as to not be more than 0.25 times the diameter of the propeller. A pole-slot
combination was chosen [9] to ensure that the winding factor would be an integer to ensure a single layer winding for
a 3-phase current and so a 16 pole 48 slot combination was chosen. The motor is designed with presently available
technological considerations, no account for future variation is taken for this study. For all designs, the stator diameter is
0.450 m, the rotor diameter is 0.317 m, and the air gap is 0.00125m. The radial design parameters of the motor can be
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seen in Table 4. The cooling method is deőned as air-cooled, more about the thermal analysis is mentioned in Section
V.B. These inputs to the electric machine design process are shown in the design process in Fig. 5.

Table 3 shows the input parameters selected for four designs. Parameters such as machine stator and rotor diameter,
number of slots and poles, air gap, electric frequency, inverter switching frequency, rotor tip speed, and winding turns,
including all material properties are deőned in ANSYS Motor-CAD from the analytical model. Table 5 shows the
output parameters obtained from the FEM analysis. Efficiency maps and thermal analysis were obtained from ANSYS
Motor-CAD and the results are used to iterate the design process and revise the design. The output of this process is the
efficiency maps, presenting the changes in torque, rpm, power, voltage, current, and motor efficiencies.

Table 4 Radial design parameter used for the motor

Machine Radial Parameter Value Machine Radial Parameter Value

Slot Number 48 Pole Number 16

Stator Lamination Diameter (mm) 450 Slot Depth (mm) 38

Tooth Width (mm) 12 Slot Opening (mm) 1.5

Slot type Parallel Tooth Rotor type Interior Flat (web)

Coil style Stranded Winding turn 10

Winding throw 3 Winding type Lap

Divider type Overlapping Wire Gauge AWG 17

Wire slot őll 0.494 Winding connection Star Connection

Magnetization Parallel Magnet Thickness (mm) 6

Magnet Width (mm) 45 Airgap (mm) 1.25

Shaft Diameter (mm) 125 Electric Loading (Amps/m) 1.44

Table 5 Results obtained from ANSYS Motor-CAD for four designs.

Design Variables #1 #2 #3 #4

Aspect ratio 2.14 1.88 1.67 1.5

Weight (kg) 241.7 282.2 316.7 348.3

Losses (kW) 41.51 47.86 52.99 57.47

Torque per rotor volume (kNm/m3) 167 125.4 167.05 125.39

Speed limit for constant torque (RPM) 2208 2955 2237 3002.7

Maximum Torque (Nm) 2807 3537.3 3575 4421.5

Maximum Power (Kw) 586 672 772 862

Maximum Efficiency(%) 97.25 97.35 97 97.3

Continuous Power at maximum Efficiency (kW) 242 278 297 360

Torque and the rotational speed of the propeller are considered as the input parameters to explore the propeller and
the machine’s efficiencies. However, the impact of this matching on the HEP system cannot be explored with only a few
parameters. Since the machine voltage and current, its envelope and weight, the cooling methodology, and its vibration
and failure modes, affect the size and efficiency of the other sub-system components in the power distribution systems, a
more detailed analysis of matching the electric machines and the propeller is required.

B. Thermal analysis

Forced air convection is preferred for motor cooling as opposed to liquid cooling due to the added complexity and
weight of an extra thermal management system that is integrated with the aircraft. However, due to the compact design
of motors striving for higher power density for aircraft applications, the air cooling system was not able to keep the
machine within the acceptable temperature limits, since this is a low RPM - high Torque machine and this would not
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allow forcing more air within the motor.
In literature, it can be observed that liquid cooling is implemented for the motor used for aerospace applications [26].

The cooling system of the motor should be designed to keep the winding and magnet temperatures within the acceptable
limit, below 180◦C. This is with the assumption that a NEMA (National Electrical Manufacturers Association) class H
insulation is used [27]. The decision was made to use the slot water jacket option because it was observed the winding
heated up quickly. The cooling system includes slot water jackets where the Water-Ethylene-Glycol (EGW) 60/40
cooling liquid ŕows in the space between the conductors to keep the winding temperature below 180◦C. The required
EGW mass ŕow is 1 liter/second with a maximum inlet temperature of 70◦C which is a requirement for the thermal
management system (TMS) of the aircraft. The ambient temperature for this study was set as 43◦C, to simulate a hot
day take-off operation.

Fig. 7 Axial view of the motor; the green arrows indicate the proposed liquid cooling channel for the design

Thermal analysis is needed to ascertain the temperature of the motor during the operating points of the mission,
mentioned in Fig. 10, to ensure the motor is viable. For each motor design, the thermal analysis has been explored in
Motor-CAD, which uses a lumped thermal network model to calculate the temperature of the individual components of
the motor.

Using these inputs and using a steady state analysis the maximum temperature reached by the winding is 126◦C in
motor design #1 and for motor design, #4 the temperature was 120◦C. Steady-state analysis results for the aforementioned
cases are within the thermal limits, this implies that the temperature constraint for various transient envelops is already
met. When analyzing the motor performance for the whole mission and various other operational aspects. A transient
analysis was also done for the mission segments deőned in section III.A. The temperature within the winding and the
magnet for motor design #1 reached a peak of 145◦C and 113◦C respectively and for motor design, #4 it was 158◦C and
126◦C respectively. For motor design #1, it can be observed that the long design of the motor, enables it to reach a lower
temperature than compared to motor design #4 which is a smaller motor in terms of length.

VI. Propeller Optimization Results
With the 4 motor designs deőned, the propeller optimization routine was performed. Propellers were designed

for each motor design, both for the aerodynamic and acoustic objectives and constraints (i.e. 6 optimizations per
motor). Figure 8 compares the aerodynamic and acoustic performance of each of the motor combinations. Each marker
corresponds to an individual propeller design.

For a given motor design, Fig. 8 displays the expected trade-off between energy consumption and propeller noise.
Quieter propeller designs come at the cost of increased energy consumption. However, clear differences in performance
can be observed between the different motor designs. For given energy consumption, an increasing noise reduction is
observed for increasing motor size (increasing motor design #). Comparing motor designs 1 and 4, the noise reduction
is 2-5 dB, depending on the desired energy consumption level. Alternatively, an energy consumption beneőt can be
obtained for a given noise level. Again comparing the performance of the propeller-motor combinations for motor
designs #1 and #4, a reduction in energy consumption of 0.5% to 2.5% is observed for the designs with motor design #4.
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Fig. 8 Trade-off between energy consumption and propeller noise emissions for combined motor-propeller

optimization. Lower energy consumption signifies higher high energy efficiency.

Both for energy consumption and noise, the largest performance beneőt is obtained around the aerodynamic optimum,
which is the most realistic design condition.

Analysis of the propeller and motor efficiencies shows that the largest performance beneőt is obtained from the
motor side. Figure 9 compares the propeller and motor efficiencies for the different motor-propeller combinations
obtained from the aerodynamic optimization (i.e. objective to minimize combined energy consumption). It can be seen
that the propeller efficiency for each mission segment is similar between the different motor-propeller combinations
(Fig 9a), with a maximum difference between the cases of Δ𝜂p = 0.0005. The motor efficiency (Fig. 9b) shows larger
variations, with a maximum difference of Δ𝜂m = 0.015 between motor designs #1 and #4 for the take-off condition, with
better performance for the bigger motor (design #4). This suggests that the propeller designs obtained for the different
motors were similar, which was conőrmed by a comparison of the values of the design variables.
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Fig. 9 Propeller and motor efficiencies for the different motor-propeller combinations; aerodynamic optimization.

To obtain further insight into the differences in motor efficiencies between the different motor-propeller combinations,
the operating conditions of the propeller in the different mission segments were superimposed on the motor efficiency
maps. Figure 10 presents the resulting maps for the different motors and all propeller designs, including the acoustic
optimization results. The operating conditions at the different mission segments are indicated by the markers with
labels. The order of the markers with respect to the mission was the same for all designs, with the torque requirement
decreasing from take-off to descent. The results show that the performance beneőt of increasing motor size is a direct
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result of the wider envelope of peak motor efficiency. Both the optimum torque and rotational speed requirement from
the propeller vary signiőcantly during the mission. Therefore, the larger motor design, with a wider operating envelope,
offers better-integrated energy efficiency over the entire mission.

Comparing the results for the different optimization objectives (indicated by the different levels of accepted energy
penalty 𝛿𝐸), Fig. 9 shows that acoustic optimization of the propeller drives the motor-propeller design towards lower
rotational speed and thus higher torque values. This further stretches the operating domain of the motor-propeller
combination, thereby limiting the performance of the smaller motor designs. The trend of decreasing rotational speed
with increasing weight on the acoustic optimization is because the propeller noise emissions scale rapidly with the blade
tip Mach number. For a given freestream condition, this tip Mach number can only be reduced by reducing rotational
speed (i.e. increasing advance ratio). However, this comes at the cost of increased induced losses, which explains the
performance penalty incurred by the acoustic optima shown in Fig. 8 [25].
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acoustic optimizations.

Despite the signiőcant change in performance between the motor-propeller combinations for the different motor
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designs, the blade planform geometry of all propellers was very similar for a given objective function. Figure 11provides
the radial distributions of chord and twist and a top view of the untwisted blade planforms. Results are compared
between motor designs #1 and #4, both for the aerodynamic optima and the acoustic optima with a 2% energy penalty
level.

It can be seen that for a given objective function, the propeller designs obtained for the different motor designs
were very similar. For the aerodynamic optimization, the blade chord was equal to the predeőned lower bound along
the entire radius of the blade. The aerodynamic optimization favors slender blades to minimize induced losses, and
for the given thrust requirements and the selected blade count, sufficient thrust could be produced with the minimum
accepted blade chord. Similarly, the advance ratio was similar for all aerodynamic optima, because a low advance ratio
is favored for high propeller efficiency, again to reduce induced losses. Therefore, the twist distributions were also
similar for all motor-propeller combinations. As a result, for this objective, the performance difference between the
different motor-propeller combinations was dominated by the differences in the motor efficiency maps.

For the acoustic objective, the advance ratio was increased to reduce the tip Mach number of the propeller, as
discussed before. This requires an increase in the blade chord to satisfy the thrust requirement when compared to the
aerodynamic optima. For this case, the wider operating envelope of motor design #4 enables operation at a 2-3% higher
advance ratio in each mission segment compared to the motor-propeller combination with motor design #1, without
energy-efficiency penalty. Therefore, the blade chord for the design with motor #4 is larger than for the design with
motor #1. However, the differences are small, with an increase in chord of at most 3% around the outboard part of the
blade (𝑟/𝑅 = 0.7). Because of the small change in advance ratio, the twist distributions for both designs are very similar.
Therefore, also for the acoustic optimization, the propeller efficiencies in each mission segment are again similar for the
different motor-propeller combinations, and the motor efficiency dominates the changes in energy efficiency.

On an aircraft level, the decision to go with the motor design #4 would result in a heavier propulsion system than the
motor design #1, due to the increased size of the motor, propeller characteristics, and the power train. As in the case of
motor design #1, the lower voltage would impact the weight of the power train components such as DC bus distribution,
cables, etc. For example, motor design #1 has a lower motor mass than motor design #4 but would have a higher cable
mass in the power train, this would affect the overall performance of the aircraft. Due to the smaller efficiency envelope
of motor design #1, the high-thrust demanding sections of the mission proőle are operated in regions of lower efficiency
and this would cause the motor to heat up faster. Also, motor design #1 cannot be operated for an extended period of
time at these high-thrust demand points. Furthermore, this would increase the burden on the Thermal Management
System (TMS), the TMS would have to be sized appropriately causing a weight penalty on the aircraft. The smaller
motor, motor design #1, provides a lower maximum continuous thrust when compared to motor design #4 owing to the
smaller drive voltage and length, as shown in Table 5. For safety considerations that are prevalent in the aerospace
industry, motor design #1 may not be the best motor as the design
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Fig. 11 Impact of optimization objective and motor design on propeller blade planform geometries.

VII. Conclusion
In this study, a coupled design methodology is explored and illustrated using the example of a motor and propeller

integration. The study described in this paper has explored various system design parameters to match the propeller
and electric machine from a holistic systems perspective. Aerodynamic and acoustic propeller performance have been
evaluated and optimized in sequential with electric machine performance.

The integration of the propeller and the electric machine has been explored as an iterative collaborative process
between the two disciplines. A larger motor design that provides a bigger peak efficiency envelope in the torque-rpm
map provides better integrated energy efficiency over the entire mission. For smaller machines to achieve lower noise
and higher energy efficiency, the machine’s cooling needs to be considered especially for high demand ŕight phases To
achieve this motor design parameters need to be studied in detail. For example, thermal analysis and a more detailed
study on motor torque, while maintaining lower power density needs to be explored.

For a more comprehensive comparison of the integrated system and the aircraft-level impact of these decisions. A
detailed model of the power train would be needed to understand the effect of the choice of propeller and motor on the
power train and the aircraft. These integration studies were performed for a őxed mission, the impact of the integration
on the off-design performance of the aircraft will have to be studied. Furthermore, when the design methodology is
re-iterated with a revised mass and thrust requirement, a weighted metric such as energy consumed per passenger would
have to be explored to capture which noise-efficiency trade-off is more beneőcial to the aircraft.
Next steps and considerations for a holistic evaluation of the propeller-motor coupled designs:

• The implementation of each pair of coupled motor-propeller designs will have an impact on the aircraft, mission,
and the rest of the powertrain design consequently the designs should be assessed holistically. In the present
context, the propeller-coupled designs were optimized for the combined energy consumption of the motor and
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propeller (energy provided to the motor). However, their evaluation cannot be isolated from the rest of the system
and aircraft.

• Secondly, the rest of the powertrain (inverter, bus, converter, cables) should be re-designed so that it is compatible
with the new motor voltage. The mass of each motor design, propeller, and rest of the electric powertrain
components should be calculated to update the operating empty weight (OEW) of the aircraft. The aircraft
platform is treated as a constraint and it is not re-redesigned, hence, the MTOW is a constraint.

• Consequently, the resulting operating empty weight for each motor-propeller coupled design will alter the payload
capability of the aircraft. The payload capability can be translated into passenger capability.

• The next step would be to integrate the new component maps for the propeller, motor, and powertrain into the
propulsion system calculations and re-iterate the ŕight mission analysis. The mission re-iteration of the new
designs will result in new energy/fuel consumption and water emissions. The designs will be evaluated for the
energy per passenger because it is a metric that captures the trade-off between the system mass, which is translated
into passenger capability, and efficiency.

• To further expand the analysis and design evaluation, the coupled designs can be also tested in missions other
than the design mission used in the propeller optimization of this paper. At the same time, the results of the
aero-acoustic analysis should be assessed based on the noise certiőcation standards for this class of aircraft and
airport constraints so that the designs that may exceed the airport constraints can be rejected.

The objective of the iterative coupled design is that it reőnes the motor and propeller coupled design with the given
constraint in their individual designs. More extensive design exploration will be carried out to capture design constraints
for both components in future studies.
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